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School Business Professionals are increasingly challenged to balance shrinking budgets and 
escalating operating costs. However, energy is an area that offers opportunities to protect 
school budgets through a competitive tender process that proactively secures prices that take 
advantage of low wholesale market positions where possible. 

Zenergi is an approved partner to ASCL, ISBL and BESA, and we currently manage OJEU-
compliant energy procurement, billing and related services for nearly 2,500 schools and 
colleges throughout the UK. Our hands-on services and commitment to exceptional 
customer service support an increasing portfolio of five secondary and ten primary schools 
within London Borough of Redbridge with saving money on their energy and water.

Woodbridge High School was procuring its energy as part of a framework. It meant that the 
school had limited options for its energy renewal and lacked visibility for energy budgeting. In 
2018, Zenergi supported the school’s exit from the local authority framework with a 12-month 
contract that saved the school an estimated £12,000 when compared, as fairly as possible, to 
another similar school that remained within the previous portfolio.

Features of Zenergi’s tailored services for schools:

Budget forecasting:•	  
We are aware that schools that remain in their Local Authority contract receive little 
information around energy price forecasts and yet their prices change every October, 
leaving budgets exposed to whatever price is imposed upon them

Water procurement:•	  
We help schools realise savings of up to 5% on their water bills

Dedicated account management:•	   
A point of contact to ensure your accounts run as smoothly as possible

Interactive reporting:•	   
Our online report provides the ability to compare and analyse data quickly and conveniently

Compliance:•	   
We can undertake your Display Energy Certification, five-yearly air conditioning inspections 
(TM44), and the government’s latest Streamlined Energy & Carbon Reporting (SECR) 
programme (applicable to larger MAT’s)

Consumption reduction advice:•	   
We can undertake feasibility studies on low or zero energy technologies, such as LED, 
renewables, biomass, combined heat and power (CHP), and energy/water auditing. We can 
help you obtain funding for identified projects through a highly successful Salix bid process, 
and then support the implementation of the associated projects

Please contact chris@zenergi.co.uk for further information on how we could support you 
with your energy and water requirements. bepositive@zenergi.co.uk l 023 8028 6300 

“Woodbridge High School continues to enjoy a highly productive working 
partnership with Zenergi, whose advice and guidance proved to be invaluable 
during a time of extreme budget pressures on the education industry. 
They identified the best value electricity, gas and water contracts for the 
school to enable considerable financial savings. Their ongoing performance 
monitoring of our contracts proves to be helpful as we seek to become 
more energy efficient. An extremely efficient team of consultants is readily 
available to support the school and nothing is too much trouble. I thoroughly 
recommend the Zenergi service.”
Frank Gordon, School Business & Finance Manager, Woodbridge High School


